Stephenson is named after the great engineer George Stephenson who was born in 1781 in England. He is known for his work with trains, and he built the first locomotive in 1825 called The Rocket. Although it only travelled at 15 miles per hour, he continually improved upon it and it became the model for all future locomotives.

Who We Are
Our house is made up of 10 forms:
7SE – Mr Egan
7SJ – Miss Johnson
8SG—Mrs Giles/ Mr Robinson
8SM – Mrs Mellado
9SK—Mrs Burgess/ Mr Evans
9SP – Mr Peers
10SK– Miss Knight
10SP– Mrs Treanor
11SD – Miss Dempsey
11SL—Miss Shiel

Our Charity
We will be fundraising throughout the year to support this charity. Here is a snippet from the letter we received from Cancer Research UK:

“Our fundraisers are making a difference right now.

Their efforts are going directly towards ensuring all cancer patients have access to world-class cancer services.

We would not have been able to continue the fight without our supporters. Thousands of cancer patients receive radiotherapy each year in the UK. Their chances of survival have now increased thanks to fundraisers like you.

Each day we’re working tirelessly in every aspect of fighting cancer and we are only able make continual breakthroughs thanks to the generosity of our fundraisers.

Thank you for signing up to do something truly incredible.”
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